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High temperatures reached during the operation of a Heat Capacity Laser create 
thermal gradients that lead to intensity variations within the output beam. In this 
project, an adaptive optics system is used to minimize these aberrations by 
selectively pushing actuators on a deformable mirror (DM) placed within the 
cavity of the laser resonator. The influence of each actuator push must be 
determined, which is currently done by measuring its effect on a single pass 
through the resonator. To formulate a more efficient control algorithm for the DM, 
it is necessary to determine how the multiple passes over the pushed actuator, 
which occur as the beam resonates through the cavity, affect the output 
wavefront. An empirical representation of the horizontal actuator influence 
function for an impulse input into the system is calculated, using a fit to a 
Difference of Gaussians. This impulse response is numerically extrapolated to the 
convergent response– the two-dimensional influence function representing the 
effect of each actuator push upon the final wavefront, after an infinite number of 
passes through the resonator.

The SSHCL project aims to produce a high average power, compact laser with high 
quality, low divergence output. The laser operates in heat capacity mode: instead 
of cooling between the firing of individual pulses, it lases until  it  reaches limits 
determined by spectroscopic and engineering considerations. Since there is no 
need for an external cooling system, and the laser stores thermal energy, this 
mode of operation helps the SSHCL project to meet its first two goals. An adaptive 
optics (AO) subsystem assists in meeting the final objective.

The AO Control Algorithm answers the question: given an aberration measured by 
the wavefront sensor, what voltages should be applied to the deformable mirror 
(DM) to correct it? Because of the dimensions of the SSHCL system, the laser 
cavity has a high Fresnel number, and the effects of diffraction can be ignored; by 
using a purely geometric theory, the following equations were derived, relating 
the measurements taken at the wavefront sensor to the phase at the DM:

In the above equations, M is the aberration polynomial mode constructor, W is the 
mode influence coefficients ( in a diagonal matrix ) given the geometry of the 
resonator, F is the finite difference operator representing the wavefront sensor, D 
is the matrix consisting of each actuator's influence function, and the calculated A 
is called the system matrix for that geometry. For the AO control algorithm, the 
least mean square inverse to the system matrix is used to determine what 
voltages to apply to the DM.

Problem
Ideally, the method used to calculate the system matrix would take into account 
the effect of resonation through the cavity upon the influence function of the 
individual actuators within the DM. Unfortunately, to actually measure this for 
each actuator would require cold shooting the laser for each each measurement, 
which is prohibitively time-consuming. The current method used is to push an 
actuator, send a test pulse laser through the system without allowing it to 
resonate, then to measure the impulse influence function of that actuator (how 
it affects that single pulse). This method is called the unity gain method, 
because it assumes W=I. My goal is to numerically extrapolate the system matrix 
obtained using impulse influence functions into a converged system matrix 
which accounts for the effects of resonation; i .e. , to simulate the effects of a 
nontrivial W.

To extrapolate a converged system matrix using the impulse system matrix as 
input, I  wrote an Igor program which, given the geometry of the wavefront sensor 
relative to the deformable mirror, fits a difference of gaussians to the impulse 
influence function of each actuator (it assumes that each actuator has the same 
impulse influence function, to allow more points of the impulse influence 
function to be sampled). I t then exploits the pseudohexagonal symmetry of the 
actuator layout on the deformable mirror to extrapolate this one dimensional 
influence function to a two dimensional impulse influence function. Finally, for 
each actuator, it simulates the effect of resonation through the cavity ( 
magnification, shifting, and superposition of the impulse influence function), 
until  the final influence function of the actuator converges. I t then simulates the 
wavefront sensor, and converts these influence functions back into a system 
matrix-- the converged system matrix.

Current lab setup for the SSHCL One future application of the 
SSHCL: a portable high 
average power laser.

Extrapolating a Converged 
System Matrix

The wavefront slope measurements taken by the wavefront sensor at 
centroids which are horizontally displaced from an actuator are 
sampled using the system matrix, and then integrated to get the 
horizontal impulse influence function of the actuators. 

The horizontal impulse influence function is extrapolated into the 
two-dimensional influence function of each individual actuator by 
simulating the effect of resonation through the cavity on a single 
push of that actuator. Because the cavity magnifies it, each time the 
laser hits the actuator, the previous impulse influence is magnified in 
width, and shifted further off the optical axis. This process yields 
different convergent influence functions for each actuator, even 
though they have the sample impulse influence function.
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To test the accuracy of the algorithm, I  thresholded the input impulse 
system matrix, and an impulse system matrix generated using the system. 
The edge patterns are exactly the same, as expected. Next, I  used the 
system to create a system matrix using 6 resonations through the laser 
cavity. Because the edge patterns in the generated system matrix are much 
different than those in the impulse system matrix, and reflect to a higher 
degree of accuracy what is occuring within the laser resonator, I  believe 
that using a converged system matrix generated by the numerical 
extrapolation method I used would lead to quicker convergence and higher 
per formance of the AO system on the SSHCL laser.

To the left is a depiction of the actuator and 
deformable mirror geometry used in the SSHCL. 
The black dots are the actuators themselves, the 
blue squares are the lenslets which the wavefront 
sensor takes wavefront slope measurements 
across, and the colored rectangular region is the 
output beam. The arrowed regions are examples of 
regions that would be sampled to fit the one 
dimensional actuator influence function.

When the W is assumed to be I , the influence 
function of each actuator is identical, and is equal 
to the impulse influence function. But when W is 
taken into consideration, it is seen that each 
actuator has an influence function which depends 
on its location relative to the optical axis, and 
consisting of a superposition of scaled impulse 
influence functions. 

The actuator influence functions 
derived using the unity gain 
method versus a numerical 
simulation of W.


